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LE BAN O N
PHOTOGRAPHY

‘Traces of Light’
Beirut Beirut, Sodeco
Until Oct. 24, 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

This exhibition showcase the
works of photojournalists
Lorenzo Tugnoli (The Washington Post) and Diego Ibarra Sanchez (The New York
Times), shot in the Northern
Bekaa Valley.

‘Beirut/The Wall’
Dar El-Nimer, Clemenceau
Until Dec. 22, 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Magnum photographer Josef
Koudelka displays two of his
extensive photo series. “The
Wall” comprises landscape
panoramas of the Apartheid
Wall in Palestine, while
“Beirut” documents the devastated city center at the end
of the Civil War.
THEATER

‘The Sea Dies Also’
Masrah al-Madina, Hamra
Oct. 25-26, 8:30 p.m.

Lebanon’s European Theater
Festival continues with a performance adapted from the
works of Spanish playwright
Garcia Lorca.
ART

Lebanese Talents launch
event
Art Corner, Saifi
Nov.1, 7 p.m.

Lebanese Talents will launch
their new contemporary art
platform with an exhibition
by emerging Lebanese artists.

‘Portes Ouvertes’
Atelier de Samir Khaddage,
Hamra
Opening Oct. 25, 6 p.m.

Samir Khaddage will unveil
his paintings at his atelier.

‘The Experience of Light’
Sursock Museum,
Ashrafieh
Until Nov. 19, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

This retrospective of work
by Joseph Sassine features
pieces he made in the ’70s,
inspired by the ancient work
of Sumer, Egypt, Phoenicia
and Byzantium.

‘Robert Messarra’
Villa Audi,
Ashrafieh
Opening Oct. 25, 9 a.m. to
5 p.m.

Curated by Aida Cherfan,
this retrospective looks at the
evolution of Robert Messarra’s work from 1944 to 2012.
MUSIC

The Scorpions
SeaSide Arena, Waterfront
Oct. 27, 8 p.m.

ticketingboxoffice.com
Metal rock band The Scorpions are stopping off in Beirut
on the world tour, with
Lebanese DJ Rodge as their
supporting act.

Kyle Eastwood Quintet
MusicHall Starco,
Wadi Abu Jamil
Nov. 7, 8:30 p.m.

ticketingboxoffice.com
Kyle Eastwood will perform
numbers from his “In Transit” album, a mix of jazz
standards by Count Basie,
Charles Mingus, Thelonius
Monk, with Ennio Morricone’s film scores and his
own refreshing, swinginspired tunes.

Just a thought
My work is not about “form follows function,” but “form follows beauty” or, even better,
“form follows feminine.”
Oscar Niemeyer
(1907-2012)
Architect

REVIEW

Tracing cycles of collapsing progress
Show in Tripoli citadel,
fairground unites
work by Lebanese,
Mexican artists
By Jim Quilty
The Daily Star

T

RIPOLI, Lebanon: The
concrete dome Oscar
Niemeyer called the Experimental Theater is the most
responsive of the 19 structures he
erected in Tripoli, in the remarkable
space now known as the Rashid
Karami International Fairground.
Some 56 years after Niemeyer
conceived them, all his Tripoli pieces
remain unfinished, underemployed
and deteriorating. Most enter the
imagination visually – whether the
geometric forms that stand aboveground or the elaborate subterranean facilities below. Thanks to its
acoustics, only the Experimental
Theater reacts to the presence of visitors at a more visceral level.
Without the baffling tiles that
would have tamed it for performances, the space slaps the slightest
rattle and hum back at its perpetrator – like an immaterial squash ball
– hissing hollowly before being swallowed by a void far more vast, you
imagine, than the one that formed it.
Niemeyer’s theater is a uniquely
non-neutral space to exhibit contemporary art. It would be ludicrous
to install anything here but a sound
piece and, in ideal circumstances,
the domed enclosure would be more
akin to an instrument to compose
around than one to be played –
“played” suggesting control.
These thoughts percolate while
entering “Don’t fall, because whoever fell will fall for good.” Composer-cum-visual artist Zad Moultaka was commissioned to devise
this multichannel sound-and-light
installation for “Cycles of Collapsing Progress,” the sprawling contemporary art exhibition at
Tripoli’s modernist fairground and
across town at its medieval citadel.
The sound facet of Moultaka’s
six-minute work is driven by speakers deployed every few meters along
the circumference of the dome. All
theater entrances have been hooded
in black fabric, making the space
pitch dark without the piece’s indirect lighting features, which at specific points in the sound design illuminate the circumference wall.
A third element – seemingly a
visual evocation of premodern fasteners, or the strings of an acoustic
instrument – is a web of ropes,
erected to emulate the tangle of
rebar that hangs from the dome’s
ceiling (said to have been left for the
theater’s baffling tiles).
“Don’t fall” plays in a loop, so
it’s difficult to discern a start or finish – which echoes the cyclical (that
is, nonlinear) notions that curator
Karina El Helou had in mind while
commissioning and collecting
works for this show.
Entering the theater, a member of
the public might find the interior
dimly lit, with an ambient rumble
sounding in the background, not
unlike a threat of distant thunder.
Two abrupt notes of an oud
sound as the space plunges into
darkness. Individual notes play out
against the rumbling thunder. The
slap of metal upon metal is added to
this duet, increasing in frequency as
the roar swells, like building materials in a gale. You may become
aware of isolated floor lights as the
ensemble is joined by solo voice –
isolated notes at first, then more sustained, wordless vocalizing.
Lights blink on at the circumference wall and the sound of thunder
recedes, without ever falling silent.
Chances are this isn’t the only
thing a visitor to “Don’t fall” will

Niemeyer’s helipad in the fairground, beneath which is his Space Museum.
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An installation view of Ortega’s 2007 piece “Controller of the Universe.”

hear. Though Tripoli is relatively
isolated from the hubbub of Beirut,
and the fairground insulated from
the rest of town, “Cycles of Collapsing Progress” is open to a masterful maker of noise – the public.
Moultaka’s carefully calibrated
composition of light and sound for
Niemeyer’s theater is, in practice, a
mutable thing. Each loop may be variously punctuated by the lisping
meeps of smartphone photography,
the match-struck reverberation of
that guy who can’t resist clapping his
hands once or twice, the diffusing
rasps of apology as folks step on each
other in the dark (or curses as they
trip over lengths of rope).
You may jump at the terse fluid
concussion of a half-empty water
bottle puncturing the air after slipping from beneath a would-be photographer’s armpit.
Like the exhibition framing it,
“Don’t fall” is an idea that requires
human beings to be fully realized.
The same could be said about
Niemeyer’s unfinished modernist
experiment in Tripoli.
“Cycles of Collapsing Progress,” is
the second sprawling contemporary
art show to be curated in Lebanon by
Helou’s STUDIOCUR/ART – the first
being “The Silent Echo,” which scattered recent work by nine artists about
Baalbeck’s archaeological museum,
located in the ruins of old Heliopolis.
Helou’s curatorial collaborator in

the Tripoli show is Mexico’s Anissa
Touati Corporation. The expo’s coorganizer is BeMA (the Beirut Museum of Art). It has been staged under
the patronage of UNESCO and
Lebanon’s Culture Ministry, in partnership with the Mikati Foundation.
Created by Lebanese and Mexican artists, each of the 20 works and
installations strewn across this exhibition’s two venues is said to have
been devised or selected with its setting in mind.
Staging contemporary art within a
monumental structure, as opposed
to a white cube-style space, provokes
interest in some, skepticism in others. The interested are lured by the
pairing of (possibly striking) work
and reliably striking location. But
how good could the art be, skeptics
muse, if you need a monument to
attract a public?
As if in response to this question,
Helou says the show hopes to provoke conversations, not only between
individual works and their locations,
but between the venues themselves.
This would be an ambitious goal if
“Cycles of Collapsing Progress” had
restricted itself to the spacious confines of the Tripoli fairground, the
exhibition’s principal venue.
Commissioned by the Lebanese
state in the 1960s, left incomplete by
its commissioner and idled by a want
of consensus on how to destroy or
conserve it, Niemeyer’s fairground is

Lebanon’s most conspicuous embodiment of derelict modernism.
So the dialogue prompted by its
14 on-site works could be billed as a
conversation between “the contemporary” (shallow, deracinated, defiantly incomprehensible to those
unschooled in its segmented narrative preoccupations) and “modernism” (confidently progressive,
naively utopian, dangerously totalizing). It’s a grand idea for a conversation, one sure to provoke more questions than answers, not least because
some works will have little to contribute to it.
Ten of the 14 works on show in
the fairground are staged in the
“Grand Cover,” a glass-enclosed
exhibition space situated beneath
one wing of the boomerang-shaped
structure marking the venue’s central
axis. This wide array of work
includes videos and objects, newly
commissioned and less new.
A fun pairing of videos can be
found in two apocalypse-flavored
video installations by Ali Cherri and
Roy Samaha.
Cherri’s lyrical “The Disquiet,”
2013, blends inquiry-driven and
impressionistic footage to investigate
Lebanon’s curious geological basis –
the intersecting system of tectonic
fault lines that run beneath the country, occasionally wreaking havoc
when they rub each other the wrong
way. Samaha’s 2018 “Sun Rave”

employs a similar blend of fact and
fancy, here correlating the recent history of (potentially catastrophic)
solar flare activity with suspicious
individuals’ radio activity in lateCivil War Beirut.
In so far as they work with contemporary building materials, sculptures by Damian Ortega and Jose
Davila both address the exhibition’s
broader architectural concerns. Ortega’s “Harvest,” 2013, is made of suspended lengths of twisted rebar. Davila’s “Newton’s Fault,” 2017, uses
stainless steel wires to balance stone
weights and metal beams.
Jorge Mendez Blake and Marwan
Rechmaoui reflect upon modernism’s utopian preoccupations in
quite different terms.
Blake’s sculpture/video “Utopia
(The no place is the real place),”
2017-2018, takes up the accepted
use of utopia (an ideal place) with its
literal meaning (no place). The video
is premised on the artist visiting four
hotels, all called Utopia.
There he used a typewriter to
compose letters to Thomas More –
the author who coined the term for
his 1516 book “Utopia” – each pinning contemplations of contemporary reality upon his observations of
local communities.
Each begins, “Dear Thomas, / I’m
writing from Utopia.”
Rechmaoui’s “If I only had a
chance,” 2018, is a grout-and-resin
scale-model sculpture reproducing
Niemeyer’s Experimental Theater
with a transparent dome, revealing
architectural features that most
Lebanese have never seen with their
own eyes.
The accompanying narrative
reflects upon how most putatively
public spaces in Lebanon are (like the
Tripoli Fairground) closed to the
public, reflecting the lack of transparency about the erection and management of these spaces.
The main venue of “Cycles of Collapsing Progress” uses Niemeyer’s
architectural forms to house pieces
that reflect upon the modernist
premises of the venue or, as with Rechmaoui’s piece, the venue itself.
There is some virtue to be found
in placing works in proximity to the
subject, of course, but the only piece
that transcends Niemeyer’s enclosure is Moultaka’s “Don’t fall.”
It’s unlikely to be feted as a masterpiece of composition, but by making the theater a principal instrument
in the work, the artist has used a
modernist structure to fashion something contemporary – a piece as
ephemeral as sound and echo, light
and shadow.

‘Free Solo’: A daredevil’s daunting Yosemite rock climb
By Ivan Couronne
Agence France Presse

WASHINGTON: Imagine climbing
a 900-meter granite wall without
ropes and almost nothing to grip,
moving slowly and perilously
upward for four hours. Alex Honnold completed such a climb – and
lived to tell the tale.
Honnold was 31 when he pulled
off the incredible feat of scaling El
Capitan, a vertical rock formation
in Yosemite National Park in California, in June 2017 in a drama that
is now the subject of a National
Geographic documentary.
“So delighted,” Honnold said
once he reached the top – the climax
of the film “Free Solo,” which narrates the climb and his preparations
for it.
Free solo climbing is an extreme

technique practiced only by the
most experienced climbers. They
scale mountains with their bare
hands. Many die trying.
A filming team arrayed along the
climbing path – they did use ropes
– accompanied Honnold. A drone
and two fixed cameras were also
used. It’s a terrifying thing to watch.
In some places the rock looks
practically smooth, leaving Honnold
with nothing more than seemingly
invisible bumps and other irregularities in the mountain’s surface to get
a toehold and hoist himself upward.
At times he can squeeze his fingers into a crack or work his thumb
into a small hole.
One particularly tricky spot is
known as a “Boulder Problem.”
There, Honnold has to perform a
complicated set of arm and leg
movements to keep moving ahead.
In months of training, working

with a rope, he learned to execute
those moves to perfection.
Still, on the day of the big climb,
one cameraman looked away — he
couldn’t watch — as Honnold struggled to cling to the granite wall.
Fear is everywhere in the film.
Honnold himself is heard calling El
Capitan “frickin’ scary.” The production team spent the whole time
holding their breaths against the
nightmarish prospect of a fall.
Honnold seemed so calm as he
faced all this that researchers wondered if there was something different about his brain.
With this in mind, Honnold
underwent an MRI in 2016 as he
got ready for the ascent. That test,
which is documented in the movie,
shows that a part of the brain that
was once usually associated with
fear — the amygdala — did not activate when he was shown violent or

frightening images. It was as if he
were incapable of feeling fear.
According to the latest research,
the amygdala is no longer considered the fear center of the brain.
Fear is expressed throughout the
brain, not just the amygdala,
according to Lisa Barrett, an emeritus professor of psychology at
Northeastern University and the
author of a recent article on the
brain region.
Honnold himself said he knows
what it is to be afraid. “I’m afraid of
death, I’m afraid of danger, I’m
afraid of pain,” he told AFP. “I used
to be very afraid of public speaking.”
His explanation of how he conquered fear is simpler. “To me,” he
said, “it just shows what 10 years
of preparation and practice and desensitization does.”
For years he climbed El Capitan
with the aid of ropes, recording all

of his movements. He was in great
physical shape for the solo climb.
The film suggests that Honnold’s
determination borders on obsession, to the point of his neglecting
his girlfriend, Sanni McCandless.
She calls him “brutally honest” and
a “weird dude.”
She recalled how he reacted nonchalantly to news that a climber
friend had died in a fall.
Honnold himself says he does
not understand how his own death
would affect other people.
“This is the life he wants,” said
the documentary’s director, Chai
Vasarhelyi. “He’s thought about
mortality deeply. He’s constructed
his entire existence to have this life.”
One thing Honnold did worry
about is falling in front of the camera. It would be “kind of messed up”
if it happened in front of his friends,
he said. “Nobody wants to see that.”

